PRECOMMISSIONING
COMMISSIONING

/ Our Services
Precommissioning, startup and commissioning
activities will directly influence the ultimate
success of an entire project. Proper strategic

Our

precommissioning,

startup

and

commissioning

professionals

have

extensive knowledge of our equipment, resulting in a faster turnover of plant
operation to the customer.

planning is key to avoid delays, cost overruns and
potential safety hazards.
Profile Middle East has a dedicated staff and the
resources available to administer its proven
startup and commissioning plan for your facility
project.

Our

company

has

assembled

a

team

solely

dedicated

to

perform

precommissioning, startup and commissioning activities. They work closely with
the design, construction and technical field engineers to develop the most
effective, safe and efficient startup plan for your project. In addition to planning,
this dedicated staff of professionals will be on site to direct, coordinate and
perform all startup activities based on the plan.

/ Standard tools
and devices provided

Ele-I&C:
／EXPERTISE
Hypotest device for high voltage cables and devices test.
／ Megger for electrical insulation test.

General:
/

40 feet container with shelves.

／ Electrical meters.
／ Amps. Meters.
／ Electrical motor rotational device.

Mechanical:

／ Temperature detector.

/

Pressure Certified hose pipes for temporary installations
for oil/water flushing.

/

Air compressor with dryer for air blowing, 10 Bar, 25 m3/h.

/

Skid mounted centrifugal pumps for different porpouses
i.e. water/oil/diesel flushing.

Special services:

/

Submersible pumps for different purposes.

／ Hydrolaze.

/

All hands tools sets for precommissioning.

/

Accessories and consumables as temporary blow end
line valve, blind flanges, connectors, adaptors, etc.

／ Automated robot piping inspections with high definition
camera

／ Vibrations detector.
／ Tachometer.

／ Lube oil flushing hig flow pumps skid mounted.

/ Hydro test

HYDRO TEST

Hydrostatic testing is used to determine and verify
pipeline integrity. Several types of information can be
obtained such as:

WATER FLUSHING

／ Existing flaws in the material,
／ Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) and actual mechanical
properties of the pipe,
／ Active corrosion cells,
／ Localized hard spots that may cause failure in the
presence of hydrogen

AIR BLOWING

/ Water flushing

HYDRO TEST

Water flushing may be applied at the intake of pumps
(usually connected to columns and vessels) as well as the
discharge piping, which can be flushed with the pump in

WATER FLUSHING

operation. It can also be applied to piping and equipment
that can be conveniently cleaned by water flowing under
gravity, using a water or fire hose.

AIR BLOWING

/ Air blowing

HYDRO TEST

Air blowing can be used where the presence of water is
not permitted. Reactors, for example, are items of
equipment where air blowing should take preference

WATER FLUSHING

over water flushing.

AIR BLOWING

/ MAIN ELECTRICAL AND I&C
PRECOMMISSIONING SERVICES

/ Hypo test

HYPO TEST

This a high potential test carried between line-line, lineneutral, line and neutral to ground on any control panel
to check insulation between live conductors and

MEGGER TEST

enclosure body.

LOOP CHECK

/ Megger test

HYPO TEST

The Megger test is a method of testing making use of an
insulation Megger Test Insulation Tester resistance meter
that will help to verify the condition of electrical insulation.

MEGGER TEST

It will usually show the amount of moisture, the leakage
current no the moist or dirty areas of the insulation, and
winding faults and deterioration.

LOOP CHECK

/ Loop check

HYPO TEST

Normally after installation and cable laying during
construction activity is to be ensured that instrument and
cable and junction terminals and junction boxes are

MEGGER TEST

connected according to the engineering.

LOOP CHECK

/ MAIN COMMISSIONING
AND START-UP SERVICES

/

/

/

START-UP OPERATIONS

CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS

FIELD OPERATIONS

/ SPECIAL
SERVICES

/

/

PIPING HYDROLAZE

/

PIPE AUTOMATED INTERNAL INSPECTION
(CRAWLER)

This methodology has proven that professional high-

LUBE OIL HIGH FLOW FLUSHING
The technology of hydrodynamic cleaning and

pressure hydrolazing of piping systems can reduce

An advanced, remotely operated robotic

flushing with oil at turbulent flow rates provides a

steam and air blow durations 60% - 70%, resulting in

crawler is tethered by a high-strength, fiber

highly effective method for the renewal of dirty and

significant

optic cable. The modular-based transporter is

corroded systems to “like new” condition while also

improvement for both large and small installations.

completely

being suitable for newly assembled oil systems.

The cleaning is done with precisely controlled rotation

equipped with any tool or sensor required to

of the orifice nozzle, which in turn is advanced at a

carry out an inspection, providing a wide

predetermined speed by the air powered rotation

variety of high quality data.

financial

savings

and

schedule

device, providing a thorough and even cleaning of the
entire interior surface area of the pipe.

open

ended,

and

can

be

/ Organization
HEAD OF COMMISSIONING

FIELD
OPERATION

ENGINEERING
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

COMMISSIONING
AUTOMATED SYSTEM
& TURNOVER ENGINEER

COMMISSIONING
MANAGER

PROCESS ENGINEER

QA / QC ENGINEEER

MECHANICAL
COMMISSIONING
LEAD

ELECTRICAL
COMMISSIONING
LEAD

I&C
COMMISSIONING
LEAD

PIPING
COMMISSIONING
ENGINEER

HSE
COMMISSIONING
LEAD

PTW
COMMISSIONING
LEAD

DOCUMENT CONTROLLER

PME TRAINING FACILITIES
& OJT
COMMISSIONING
ENGINEERS

*

FIELD
TECHNICIANS

*

* Project size and schedule accordingly

/ Contacts
PROFILE MIDDLE EAST COMPANY - WLL
Suites 3710/11 Addax Tower, Al Reem Island,
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
Telephone: +971 2 6769206 - Fax: +971 2 6769204
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 48074, Abu Dhabi - U.A.E.
U.A.E. Chamber of Commerce number: 84031
Tax registration number: 100070581200003
Website: www.profileme.ae
Email: info@profileme.ae

